
 
 

‘WINTER CASTLE’ 
Synopsis 

 
Born and raised in sunny California, Jenny (Emilie Ullerup) is thrilled when her sister Meg 
(Melanie Mullen) decides to have a destination wedding at an ice hotel.  Having never attended 
a frosty wedding, Jenny is excited to sign up for the full experience.  Her sister is just as excited 
to set Jenny up with the best man, Craig (Kevin McGarry) a widowed (and apparently) single 
dad who she claims is “perfect” for Jenny.  When Jenny arrives at the ice hotel it’s even more 
magical than she had imagined.  But the icy décor isn’t the only thing that catches her eye – 
Craig is everything Meg had said he is and Jenny finds herself instantly smitten by Craig and his 
sweet daughter Sara (Habree Larratt) – both of whom are just as excited as Jenny about 
spending a holiday surrounded by ice and snow.  But Jenny’s hopes of romance are quickly 
dashed when she is introduced to Craig’s “plus one,” Lana (Meghan Heffern), who arrives in 
faux furs and slightly orange from too much self-tanner. 
 
Meg is mortified that her matchmaking efforts have been dashed by Lana’s unexpected 
appearance.  Disappointed, Jenny gives up on Craig but doesn’t give up on experiencing 
everything the hotel has to offer.  Between their mutual excitement over their surroundings and 
their duties as bridesmaid and best man, Jenny and Craig find themselves constantly thrown 
together – making it hard for Jenny to ignore their obvious connection.  While they both make 
the most of the many fun and exciting adventures like ice sculpting, dog sledding and tubing 
with young Sara, Lana’s aversion to the cold has her hiding out most days in the ice hotel, 
fending off a cold while trying to bask under a sun lamp.  Luckily, a bell hop who pines for the 
warmth of California is there to be at Lana’s beck and call.  When the ice hotel hosts a 
glamorous pre-wedding party, Craig and Jenny share a dance and though she tries to fight her 
feelings Jenny finds herself falling in love.  Not one to miss a party, Lana emerges looking as 
frosty as the ice sculptures and, though it crushes him, Craig does the right thing and stands by 
his date. 
 
With the wedding just a day away, the cold Lana has been fending off all week takes hold and 
though she is loath to leave Craig alone with Jenny, Lana has had enough of the “frigid virus 
breeding” climate and resigns herself to return to California.  Before she leaves, Craig has an 
honest moment with her and admits he doesn’t see a future with her.  Craig and Lana part 
ways but Lana doesn’t have much time to be upset when the sympathetic bell hop who came to 
her aid all week heads back to California on her flight.  Unaware that Lana has left, Jenny 
assumes she has lost the man of her dreams.  As the maid of honor, Jenny can’t believe her 
eyes when on Meg’s wedding day she walks down the aisle of the ice hotel chapel and sees the 
best man – Craig – smiling and waiting for her, making it the best and frostiest holiday she has 
ever had. 
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